DIOCESE OF
ST. GEORGE’S-INGRENADA
SYNOD SYNTHESIS

Introduction
The Diocese of St. George’s-in-Grenada commenced its synodal process on October 17th, 2021
with Mass held at its Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. Bishop Clyde Harvey appointed a
nine (9) member Diocesan Synod Team with Sr. Roxanne Neckles and Fr. Michael Opoku as the
Coordinator and Deputy Coordinator respectively. The Team held weekly meetings and
members participated in virtual sessions hosted by the Antilles Episcopal Conference. On
January 23rd and 27th, 2022, the Diocesan Team hosted a two-part workshop for Parish Synod
Coordinators and Facilitators to empower them to conduct the synod consultations during the
months of February and March. An immediate fruit of the synod was the willingness of
Coordinators and Facilitators to assist other parishes in carrying out the process. Consultations
were held with parishioners (practising and non-practising Catholics, non-Catholics) of the
twenty (20) parishes of the Diocese and groupings of politicians, professionals, and children
within Catholic schools. Throughout these periods, parishes and individuals continued to pray
the Synod Prayer for God’s blessings and guidance for the process.
Joys and Hopes Expressed
❖ Deep Gratitude and Appreciation for the Process- There was full support for the
process and an expressed desire for it to be continued. The process created a safe and
inclusive space for persons to share openly and to be listened to without fear of being
judged or ridiculed. The entire ‘people of God’ who participated in the synod shared their
gratitude and appreciation for the opportunity and their desire for dialogue to be
continued and become a normal practice by the Church. The faithful in many parishes
asked for the points raised in the consultations to be implemented.
❖ Desire to Collaborate with the Church- People not actively involved in the church,
along with particular groups and institutions shared their desire to collaborate with the
Church in carrying out its mission. In a listening session with the fisher folks, they had
this to say “Though we do not attend church, we can improve our relationship with the
Church through the donation of fish to the vulnerable, especially during the season of
Lent to help the Church keep its tradition.”
❖ Willingness to Return to the Church- Some non-practising Catholics shared that they
are willing to consider returning to the Church. They felt valued and appreciated because
the Church listened to their story.
Difficulties and Challenges for the Process Ahead
It is important to note that the synod is not a series of meetings but a spiritual process
(Vademecum, 2.2). The following are critical for the continuity of the process:
❖ Complete Support for the Process by the Clergy- Some clergy are yet to fully embrace
the synodal process. The non-involvement of some of the clergy has hindered the
process in some ways. Also, it is important for the clergy to continuously encourage,
motivate and invite the laity to participate fully in the Church’s mission.
❖ Participation of the Entire ‘People of God’ in the Implementation of the Fruits of
the Synod- Some laity are looking towards the hierarchy of the Church as the only ones
responsible for the implementation of the fruits of the synod. While the hierarchy has its
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❖ role to play, it is imperative for the laity to understand that they too have to embrace their
individual responsibilities in ensuring the will of God for the Church is being carried out.
We are all called to participate fully in the mission of the Church.
❖ Engagement and Inclusion of Those on the Periphery- Though we had some level of
engagement with persons on the periphery, there is room for improvement. Many of the
parishes did not reach out to non-practising Catholics and those unable to attend
scheduled consultations. We have to work towards being more deliberate in reaching out
to those on the peripheries.
❖ Reconciliation- Participants openly shared their pains, hurts and wounds. It was evident
that these hinder “journeying together”. It is important to facilitate reconciliation in order
to grow towards becoming a more synodal church.
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Body of the Synthesis
The notion of journeying together yielded mixed results throughout the diocese. There was a
perception that this aspect of a synodal church was more evident in the past. Many responses
from the ‘people of God’ indicated that there was nostalgia. It was noted that there had been
changes and that there should be changes for improvement going forward. It was evident that
“people want to be part of the decision-making process of the Church”. The opportunity allowed
the faithful to express that journeying together is joyful “knowing that there are others at the
same stage of life, seeking the same direction/goals as you are”. Yet it was clear that at times,
this journeying was not always joyful or as communal as it should be. Pains and wounds
experienced would require reconciliation and healing. In addition, some participants “agreed that
they were all journeying together within their particular [ministry] but not journeying together as
a Church”. This was attributed to a “serious disconnect with the ministries of the Church”.
In sharing on how the journeying together is happening, participants highlighted the following:
● That there is a feeling of joy and a sense of belonging through their active participation in
ministries and activities/events of the Church
● That there is a sense of joy and togetherness when the Church gathers to worship at
liturgical celebrations both at the parish and diocesan levels
● That joy is experienced when there are ecumenical liturgical celebrations such as Palm
Sunday and Corpus Christi celebrations
● That journeying together happens well within the walls of the church but to a lesser
extent outside the walls of the church
● Appreciation for the universal Church- the fact that Catholics can travel anywhere and
feel “at home” with the celebration of Mass
● That attending Mass (on Sundays) sustains one for the week
Participants shared that the journeying together can be improved if the fruits of the synodal
process are implemented along with the calls for reconciliation, unity, compassion, trust and
confidentiality.
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Fruits of the Synod
Nine major themes emerged from the collective discernment regarding the Fundamental
Question of “Journeying Together” and the Thematic Questions:
Equality
& Equity

Catechesis &
Faith Formation

Evangelization

Communication

Youth

Outreach

Hospitality

Liturgy

Catholic
Education
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Themes
Equality and
Equity

Highlights from the Discernment Process
❖ A call to avoid discrimination based on factors such as age,
financial status, marital status etc., but rather to treat all
parishioners with equality and equity
❖ The feeling of the existence of “big churches” and “small
churches” as greater attention is given to the parish church
community than to the satellite communities of the parish
❖ The feeling that some parishioners are treated with greater respect
than others, giving the impression of different “classes”

Communication

Core Communication
❖ There is a need for improved and effective communication:
➢ Information should be communicated effectively within
the parishes (including between ministries, with schools
of the parishes etc.); between the clergy and the laity; and
between the diocese and the parishes
❖ There was concern as to “how we communicate with persons
outside the walls of the church” in that we need to communicate
with and engage them lovingly and in a spirit-filled manner
❖ It was expressed that “people want to be part of the Church's
decision-making process”
❖ The need for continuity when there are changes of parish priests
such that a parish priest should build on what was started and not
just initiate changes
Relationships
❖ Relationships in the Church highlighted as an area in need of
improvement and healing:
➢ Relationships between parish priests and parishioners
■ The need for parish priests to be connected with
the parishioners to “know what is happening on
the ground”
➢ Relationships among parishioners
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➢ Relationships between the leadership of the diocese and
parishes
➢ Relationships with the community- lapsed Catholics and
non-Catholics
❖ A call for greater collaboration between the Church and all
stakeholders- professionals, politicians and institutions- to
combat concerns of social and economic importance
Technology and social media
❖ Technology and social media can be used as tools for improved
and effective communication
➢ To inform, enrich and empower persons through the
dissemination of content
❖ The youth can be engaged to lead the way in technology and
social media
➢ In collaboration with adults to help bridge the
intergenerational gap
❖ The diocese’s communication network (Good News Catholic
Communications) was appreciated for its role in the broadcasting
of Mass and other programmes
Hospitality

❖ A clarion call for Catholics to be more hospitable:
➢ There should be blossoming hospitality ministries in all
churches
➢ The need to make visitors and persons who are returning
to church feel welcomed and appreciated
➢ A need to be more hospitable to our own parishioners. A
call for Catholics to get to know our brothers and sisters
and be sociable with each other, “for we may sit in the
same pew and not know the person next to us”

Catechesis and
Faith Formation

❖ The need for catechesis and faith formation was expressed by
many participants:
➢ A need for trained catechists
➢ A need to educate our members on matters of the Faith,
on preparation for the sacraments of Holy Communion
and Confirmation
➢ A need for the ongoing education and formation of
everyone
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➢ To help develop a clearer and deeper understanding and
love for the liturgy, to alleviate the sentiments that the
Mass and Services are monotonous
Youth and
Children

Youth
❖ Concerns of the role of the youth was highlighted in all parishes
throughout the diocese:
➢ The youth should be represented in the various ministries
and church committees
➢ A call for a more rigorous engagement of youth through
various activities (social, spiritual etc.)
❖ A need to address the intergenerational gap between the youth
and the adults
Children
❖ The call for a deep and impactful connection with the children“engage them in the present to avoid pitfalls later”
❖ Children should be allowed to participate in the liturgy and other
activities of the church. This was expressed by both adults and
children from their various consultations
❖ A call for activities for children such as “Sunday School”

LiturgyHomiletics, Music
Ministry

❖ The liturgy must be able to reach everyone
❖ Homilies:
➢ Should be connected with local, regional and international
situations
➢ Should be placed into context- the messages must be
practical and relatable
➢ Will be more effective, impactful, and meaningful if they
are linked to the experiences of the people. This will help
members to “live church”
➢ Should be “broken down to reach the people” including
the children
➢ Should be communicated clearly to be understood
❖ Music Ministry:
➢ A call for musical instruments to enhance the ministry
➢ A call for choir training to enhance the ministry
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➢ A call for the use of Caribbean songs
Evangelization

❖ It is suggested that we engage our brothers and sisters on a social
and conversational level instead of abruptly inviting them to
church. They should see our lives as living examples that can be
the catalyst for them to come to church and not be forced by
proselytising
❖ There is a clarion call for the revitalization and re-energising of
established ministries (Legion of Mary, SVP, Music etc) and the
initiation of new ones to respond to emerging needs. There is
also the need for nurturing the leadership of these ministries and
the use of term limits
❖ There is a call for personal conversion and faith formation to see
Church as the ‘people of God’ and more than liturgy

Outreach

❖ A need to engage in outreach to the sick and to our brothers and
sisters who have been away from church for some time
❖ A need to strengthen existing ministries to address this concern
❖ A call to reach out to persons who are considered to be
marginalized: the sick, the elderly, the children, youth, men, the
physically challenged, and individuals who are discriminated
against on the basis of gender, sexual orientation (LGBTQ),
financial and marital status

Catholic
Education

❖ A call to ensure that our Catholic identity is more visible in our
Catholic schools
➢ The faith can be taught to a greater extent during school
times
❖ Catholic students should be given a greater opportunity to attend
Catholic (secondary) schools
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Conclusion
Steps the Holy Spirit is Inviting Us to Take
A Call to Live Church, Build Community and Serve Country:
❖ Openness to Change – To the fruits of the synodal process
❖ Encounter with Christ – The need for personal conversion and for a relationship with
God assisted by encouragement and opportunities for individuals to grow and deepen
their spiritual life, commitment and dedication to the faith
❖ Reconciliation – The need for reconciliation and healing of pains, hurts and wounds
❖ Relationship Building – Throughout the process there has been a clarion call for the
entire ‘people of God’ to improve on relating with each other. We are encouraged to love
and serve like Jesus. It is only when as Christians we embrace the way of Christ, will we
see the changes in our Church, our communities and our society. In that way, journeying
together will happen well both within and outside the walls of the church
❖ Collaboration – The call for greater collaboration between the Church and all
stakeholders- professionals, politicians and institutions- to combat concerns of social and
economic importance- physical and sexual violence, parenting, mental health etc.
- The call for the Church to be a more visible champion of unity
❖ Well-being of the Clergy – A call to be concerned about the overall well-being of the
clergy especially when they may not be in the best of health
❖ Clarification of the Church’s Teachings – As they relate to persons in cohabiting
relationships and divorcees not being able to receive communion; infants of unwed
mothers being refused baptism etc.
❖ To be a Proactive Church – To address needs and speak out on social issues. A call for
the Church to break its silence and add its voice to areas of concern for the welfare and
wellbeing of the ‘people of God’ as the “Church is the conscience of the state”. The
Church is viewed as the voice of and for the voiceless and the vulnerable
Areas Requiring Further Discernment
❖ Liturgy and Culture – Embracing and integrating Grenada’s cultural heritage in the
liturgy
❖ Catholic Identity – Strengthening the catholic identity in Catholic schools
❖ Traditions of the Church – Celibacy of priests and non-ordination of women to the
presbyterate
❖ Vocations – The need for more local priests and religious
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Appendix
Testimonies
❖ Some participants, who are unable to attend church physically, did not feel marginalised
or excluded. The following reasons were given:
➢ The priest brings communion monthly
➢ Members of the church visit, pray with them and keep them informed
➢ Being able to participate in the Mass broadcasted via the diocese’s
Communications Network (GNCC)
➢ Members sent books about the Church that they read
❖ One participant expressed displeasure with members of his congregation for not visiting
his mother who is sick and shut-in, after giving a life of service to the Church.
❖ “At the age of 19, a priest tried to molest me and after that experience, I did not want to
participate in the church anymore.”
❖ “There are high-up church people who take what should be given to the poor and share it
out to their friends who are not in much need. This results in needy people who should
have received help, going without.”
❖ “I did not appreciate the way the distributors made me feel. They treated us like we were
beggars and we were hungry. We were treated with scorn.”
❖ “The journey is much more than attending the Mass. It is how we live our lives and what
we do on the outside.”
❖ “We worship together but do not know each other.”
❖ “We are limited in matters of faith and that hinders us from being civil evangelizers. Our
faith teaches us how to live with others, how to build community and serve country.”
❖ “Too much attention is given to one’s failures in life. We hold things about people.”
❖ “This synodal activity is a stepping stone to revamping and reviving the young adults and
youth groups.”
❖ “Church is a place where you get kindness, care and a home.”
❖ “The church does not listen because it is made up of walls and has no ears.”
❖ “[Adults] just look at us sometimes, without actively helping us.”
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Song- Listen
Chorus
Listen!
Let us listen
Listen to our Lord’s call
Listen!
Let us listen
The synodal journey has begun
Verse 1
Oh we come together as one
In an effort to answer God’s call
As we air our concerns and our plight
God we pray you will answer our cries
(Chorus)
Verse 2
Our mission is to Christ our Lord
We proclaim and trust in his word
As we journey in faith, to make our church great
Let us congregate and participate
(Chorus)
(Bridge)
We’re calling all our parents and children
Fishers, farmers and all our young men
bring us all your concerns
we’re calling out to our doctors and lawyers
teachers, preachers and all our leaders
take a stand and discern
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we’re calling all our active believer
even our inactive believers
the synod process is here
we’re calling out to our priest and religious
come on now our brothers and sisters
as we journey along
we calling one an all
bring us your concern
take a stand and lets decern
as we journey all along
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Thematic Questions
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